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DEAR EXECUTIVE,
Growing a business year after year, regardless of the industry you may be in,  
is no easy task.

It’s perhaps harder now than it has ever been. You are faced with significant realities 
that are now the new normal:

 • Light-speed pace of technology advancements

 • Greater competitive complexity

 • Increasing commoditization

 • Rapidly evolving needs of today’s workforce

 • Higher customer expectations

While the list above doesn’t include all of the “headwinds” or challenges CEOs  
and their teams face, they represent five core areas that have largely been responsible 
for reshaping the landscape for businesses in every industry. 

That’s why we sought out to produce a helpful guide for CEOs and executives re-
sponsible for generating sustainable revenue growth for their company. We get the 
privilege of working with many organizations on their quest to not just grow, but  
to do it in a healthy way – grow their business, have a winning culture and sustain it 
over time.

This guide is designed to help you in the following ways:

 1. Provide insights on the four key drivers to a sustainable growth strategy

 2.  Ask you some questions to help you assess the strength of your current plan

 3. Inject some examples on how others are making it happen

 4.  Help you refine and improve your current plan on the road to sustainable 
revenue growth

We hope you find value in the insights, questions, examples and framework we  
provide throughout this guide.

Play to win,

Bill Golder, CEO at Slingshot Growth Partners
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HOW WE SEE THE WORLD OF SUSTAINABLE  
REVENUE GROWTH

It’s always helpful to see the trailer of a movie before burning two or more hours of 
your life. Certain movie production houses make sure that their trailers have all the 
earmarks for the demographic they hope will fill up the theater seats for their movie. 

For instance, makers of horror films go to great lengths to ensure the trailers  
capture the hearts of brave teenagers who find enjoyment in being scared out of 
their minds. While they don’t seek to exclude anyone, they are primarily focused  
on a specific audience.

With that in mind, here’s the trailer for this guide. 

It’s intended for CEOs and leaders of business organizations that want to  
accomplish any one or more of the following ambitions:

 1. Get serious about predictable, steady, organic revenue growth

 2. Grow revenues and maintain (or create) a great culture

 3.  Focus on the core areas that drive long-term revenue growth

 4.  Invest in growth of the business and the growth of the people in it

 5.  Accomplish something ambitious, but not at the detriment of the long-
term health of their company

 6. Desire to leave a lasting leadership legacy

If you’re looking for silver bullets, quick fixes and pixie dust to get double-digit 
growth overnight, this is not the guide for you. Many of the elements in this guide 
can help you produce short-term impact, but that is not the objective for this material.

Sustainable, healthy revenue growth has four interdependent components:

 Key Component Number One: Focus on the Customer Sweet Spot

 Key Component Number Two: Healthy Organizational Disciplines

 Key Component Number Three: Results-Driven Marketing

 Key Component Number Four: Sales Excellence

Any one of these components, when implemented and done well can produce 
short-term advances and even make a dramatic impact on revenue growth. Sustaining 
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the growth over a 3, 5 and 10+ year period requires an appreciation for how all four 
components are connected and dependent upon one another.

In the following pages, we’ll break down the four components and provide  
practical guidance as to how to incorporate each of them into your strategic plan 
for revenue growth.
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The center of any growth strategy relies on an organization’s 
ability to define, very specifically, the customer segments 
that align best with their capabilities and unique value 
they can provide. 

Most companies have performed some level of analysis 
to determine their ideal or “best fit” customers. However, 
many stray away from it as the pressure to achieve sales 
targets puts strain on the discipline to stay the course. 
The implications to long-term growth can be significant. 
Attracting and winning poor-fit customers has implications 
that extend far beyond a sales and marketing issue.

Operations, quality, customer support and administration 
requirements are all impacted by the challenge of trying 
to be too many things to too many segments. 

Getting focused on your sweet spot is much more than 
a marketing and sales discussion. It’s fundamental to any 
revenue growth plan and requires that you:

1.  Get clear on your core business and what you do best

2.  Identify the customer segments that benefit the most 
by what you do

3.  Have the discipline to focus the organization on that 
sweet spot customer

KEY COMPONENT  
NUMBER ONE

HYPER  
CUSTOMER  
FOCUS
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We were introduced to a successful mid-sized software 
firm, who consistently produced year-over-year growth by  
successfully providing best-in-class software to the SMB 
(Small to Medium Business) market. Their ability to satisfy 
their customers and renew contracts was unmatched by 
their competition. 

As the expectations were set higher and higher each year, 
the sales team began to pursue larger enterprise customers 
with higher, more attractive license counts.

While it wasn’t a purposeful strategy by the company  
to go after large enterprise customers, it also wasn’t a  
purposeful strategy to not pursue them. Over time, as  
more and more large-enterprise customers were turned 
over to the installation and onboarding teams, their  
once stellar satisfaction levels began to erode and the 
industry-leading renewal rates plummeted.

The unique needs of their larger enterprise clients  
began to put resource strains and accelerate costs for  
the company. Their core strengths that were unique to the 
SMB segment did not transfer well to the needs of a much 
more complicated customer segment.

Renewal rates dropped along with customer satisfaction. 
Once confident employees who had become accustomed to 
happy customers and winning at work became disengaged. 
Revenues began to decline. 

The company that had once been producing steady,  
incremental and profitable growth found themselves in  
an unsustainable position. The company that had once 
been producing steady, incremental and profitable growth 
found themselves in a position that put that success at risk. 

This setback resulted in a strategic evaluation of their 
customer sweet spot and mapping the journey of their 
customers to ensure the organization was aligned to best 
serve those customers.

CASE IN POINT:
ALL  
REVENUE 
ISN'T  
ALWAYS 
GOOD  
REVENUE
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ACTION PLAN:
DEFINE 
YOUR 
SWEET 
SPOT

1.  All modesty aside. What makes your  
business stand out? 

When you describe your business or what exactly your 
company does, “your grandmother should understand it,” 
writes Patrick Lencioni, author of the best-selling business 
book “The Advantage.” As simple as this sounds, it is  
not uncommon for even small teams to not be able to  
articulate what solution their business solves.

If you asked everyone on the leadership team to write 
down what your company does, would you get a consistent 
answer? How about to the next level in your organization 
and beyond? It sounds like a simple exercise, but you may 
be surprised how many variations of that answer you get, 
and how confusing some of those answers may be.

Secondly, what does your company consistently do well 
within the context of what you do for your customers? 
Whether you are a manufacturer or a service provider,  
isolate the things that have most often separated you 
from the competition. Is it your unmatched quality and 
service? Ability to deliver faster than anyone or most?  
The unique expertise you bring to the table? Product 
innovation?

If these questions are not clear, pull together a  
cross-functional team to get clarity and alignment  
on what your company does and what it does uniquely  
or better than others.
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2. Name it to claim it. Who is your best customer? 

First, define all of the fixed demographic attributes of the types of businesses that 
benefit most from what you do best. This step should be the easiest exercise, and 
will produce attributes such as:

 • Key industries

 • Company size (most often defined by revenue or employee count)

 • Number of locations

 •  Geographic location or proximity to your manufacturing  
and/or sales functions

 • B2B or B2C

We call these fixed attributes because they remain relatively unchanged and are  
often easy to identify. Pull out your customer list and analyze which customers 
would be considered your best customers. Look at how long they’ve been a  
customer, their sales and profitability contribution, satisfaction levels, and any  
other key measures you can evaluate. 

Most organizations will get through this first step of defining the fixed attributes and 
stop there. Getting granular will also mean that you will need to take a second step. 
Take a look at the variable attributes of your best-fit customers. These attributes are 
more circumstantial business drivers that intensify the need for what you do well, 
such as businesses that are:

 • Growing or declining

 • Highly profitable or unprofitable

 • Adding or reducing headcount

 • Adding or reducing facilities

 • Merging or acquiring

 • Launching new products

 • Macroeconomic factors (i.e. new regulations)

 • Similar in culture

These variable attributes are often referred to as triggers that can act as either 
favorable or unfavorable factors in increasing their need for what you do. Look at 
recent wins and what was happening with those customers when they first had  
legitimate interest in your capabilities. 
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Were there any macro-business drivers that contributed to the opportunity? At a  
minimum, be sure to capture any drivers that are major inhibitors to doing business  
or creating a bad-fit customer.

There’s one more aspect to hyper customer focus, and that’s understanding the  
individuals who are key players – those contacts that are involved in the process for 
buying and are impacted by the products and services you sell.

Hyper customer focus in B2B is about truly understanding the people who buy from 
you and use your products and services – the buyers who will influence the sales  
process and the perception of your company once they are a customer.

Repeat the same process you did for the exercise of determining the businesses. 
First, determine the fixed attributes – these are the typical titles and functional areas  
of the individuals you need to consider in both the sales process (pre-sale) and when 
they become a customer (post-sale). Consider these attributes to build  
a strong list:

 • Titles and roles/functional areas

 • Demographics (if applicable)

 • Typical responsibilities

 • Typical objectives

Then determine the variable attributes that are ideal. Often times there are triggers 
among the buyer types such as:

 • Newly hired or promoted into key role

 • Degree of expertise

 • Previous customer from another company

 • Degree of influence on others

 • Accessibility or proximity

(see diagram on page 8)
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3.  Steady as She Goes. Are you strategic about adding  
segments?

Once you’ve determined all of the fixed and variable attributes for the businesses  
and buyers that match your sweet spot, document it. This step will serve as the 
foundation for growth strategy considerations like determining the right time to 
expand into new product or market opportunities.

The sweet spot may evolve and change, but this framework for continually assessing 
your sweet spot can remain the same. Decisions to venture into new segments or to 
adjust the sweet spot criteria become strategic vs. accidental and can be put through 
a more rigorous filter before creating confusion for your team and your customers.

We’ll talk more about how to maintain focus with the sales strategy when we get  
to Key Component Number Four.
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There are stacks of case studies on companies  
that have failed that were stocked with smart,  
highly experienced people. They had business  
plans co-developed with top consulting firms  
armed with top-notch data, market intelligence  
and expert analysis.

Lots of smart people with sophisticated resources 
and ideas often fail.

Why?

The most often cited reason for failure is rarely the 
plan itself, but rather the inability to execute the 
plan. What’s even more surprising is that many of 
today’s best laid plans even have contingencies that 
perhaps are missing the most formidable risk to any 
plan for any company – human nature. 

The art of "getting things done” in most companies 
requires that people work together effectively, but 
what does that really mean? When we talk about 
teamwork and cohesion, it surfaces visions of out-
door ropes course events and corporate team 
builders gone wrong. While none of those activities 
are necessarily bad, most executives would say they 
are “too soft” with no ROI.

The reality is that the soft stuff – how we interact  
and work together – is at the root of whether or not 
companies achieve the desired performance more 
than any other factor. 

Lencioni goes even further and subtitled his book, 
The Advantage, this way: Why Organizational 
Health Trumps Everything Else in Business. His 
point of view is that having a bunch of smart people 

KEY COMPONENT  
NUMBER TWO

HEALTHY  
ORGANIZATIONAL  
DISCIPLINES
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on a team is an expectation, but differentiation comes when those people behave 
and interact in functional, healthy ways. 

We agree with Lencioni’s point of view on organizational health. In our experience of 
helping clients develop or refine their strategic plans, we’ve discovered that there are 
six important disciplines to strengthening the core of an organization’s culture.

Dial Down the Dysfunction

Limiting organizational dysfunction especially at the leadership and mid-management 
levels in the organization is critical. 

We subscribe to the Five Behaviors of a Cohesive Team Model ™  
http://www.fivebehaviors.com/ for assessing and helping leadership teams  
minimize the five dysfunctions articulated by Patrick Lencioni in this book,  
The Five Dysfunctions of a Team:

 • Absence of Trust

 • Fear of Conflict

 • Lack of Commitment

 • Avoidance of Accountability

 • Inattention to Results

From Here to Where?

You may already have a mission and vision statement for your company. If you do, 
that’s awesome. Whether you have or haven’t formally captured a mission and vision 
statement, here are a few points to consider:

 •  The mission should be tied to how you will make the world a better  
place. That doesn’t mean you have to cure world hunger, but it should 
engage everyone in the organization around something much bigger  
and meaningful. Your mission should reflect the company’s purpose or  
the reason why your company exists. Is your mission compelling? Is it 
connected to why you and your team are excited to do the work you do? 
What purpose does your company serve? Who benefits as a result of 
your company doing business? 

 •  The vision should be a picture of how you see the company longer term. 
That time period could be 5, 10, 15 or more years out, but it should be 
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ambitious and something that your strategies are designed to fulfill. Is 
your vision ambitious? Exciting? Are others engaged and excited to be a 
part of fulfilling that vision for the business?

 •  The mission and vision should be easy to remember and recognizable in 
the strategies that are being deployed. Spend meaningful time ensuring 
that it’s clear and that the strategies of the business point toward them.

Code of Conduct

Core values that are reflected in the behaviors, hiring, reviewing, recognizing and 
managing of people create a healthy culture. 

These behaviors already exist in your organization. They do not change when  
business conditions change. Core values are inherent and natural. Sometimes  
organizations come up with behaviors that should be discarded as core values. 
Those values can be put into other buckets: aspirational, permission-to-play  
and accidental.

Aspirational Values – These characteristics are the behaviors that a company  
wishes they had or thinks it needs to compete in an evolving marketplace. They 
don’t currently exist in the organization.

Permission-to-Play Values – PTP values are important but are baseline to working at 
your organization. For instance, every employee should be honest and show respect 
toward others. They shouldn’t be confused with your core values that differentiate 
your business culture from other cultures.

Accidental Values – Companies can develop values that they don’t intend and that 
don’t necessarily help the organization. They may end up hiring employees from the 
same economic bracket or educational background or behaving in a way because 
“that’s always how it’s been done.” This trap caps innovative and fresh ideas.

Well-defined, short-term priorities

Whenever teams try to do everything, they end up doing nothing. Too many  
competing priorities means a team diffuses its time, talent and resources across a 
laundry list of objectives. Instead, teams gain momentum by narrowing down and 
defining short-term priorities that are manageable, meaningful and measurable.
What’s the one thing your team should focus on in the next 90 days to 12 months? 
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What is most important right now? What would happen if this goal didn’t happen? 
What is the risk to your company if you didn’t accomplish it?

Division of Labor

Clearly define structure, roles and hold your team accountable to measurable 
outcomes.

Organizational charts rarely tell the whole story. Companies who assume that  
certain areas are covered – like strategic planning - could be making a fatal mistake. 
In smaller companies, one person might wear multiple hats. The CEO might also 
lead the sales organization and human resources. Gaining clarity on who does what 
will ensure that your company won’t duplicate efforts.

Documenting the short-term priorities - who is responsible for what, by when - infuses 
accountability in an organization as long as the plan is referenced often and not put 
on a shelf collecting dust. 

Teams who decide on key metrics they will measure will stay on track and be able 
to determine if they will accomplish their short-term priority or if they need to  
change course.

The Plan to Execute the Plan

Business systems and processes should be put in place for planning, prioritizing, 
tracking and driving toward key metrics and outcomes.

A solid execution plan helps to address a number of questions with regards to  
moving a strategic plan forward. 

How often are you measuring progress against expected outcomes and timing? 
What methods and/or tools are you using to capture both leading and lagging  
indicators? How quickly and effectively does your team resolve key issues that pop 
up and get in the way of making progress?

Teams that are most effective in executing their strategic growth plans are typically 
committed to a three simple disciplines:

 • A scorecard for tracking key measures and metrics on a weekly basis

 •  A structured weekly meeting to review progress on priorities that is  
consistent – same day, same time and same duration
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•  Identifying, discussing and solving for issues that put risk to the priorities and 
objectives of the organization within the weekly meeting structure

Lastly, a best practice among teams who execute well together is to incorporate a 
quick daily huddle (or at least 3X per week) that is designed to last 10 – 15 minutes 
at most. 

This huddle is designed for everyone to simply walk through their priorities for 
the day and raise any pressing requests for help that is needed from others on the 
team. This practice often allows for teams to reduce the surprises as well as provide 
an efficient place for “one-offs” to get resolved rather than in the weekly meetings.

Organizations that place an emphasis on these healthy organizational disciplines 
not only execute the plan more effectively, they navigate the inevitable unforeseen 
challenges with greater success than those who have ignored this key component. 

Additionally, this focus becomes core to establishing or strengthening a  
performance-oriented culture.
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Service Express Incorporated (SEI), an IT services company, 
has had a long history of impressive revenue growth. The 
outcomes are notable, but perhaps most inspiring is how 
they’ve accomplished it.

The team is laser focused on four core business outcomes 
tied to delivering excellent customer service, employee 
engagement, margin retention and revenue growth. 

Their compelling vision, which was inspired by their 
founder, is to work with their employees to help them 
achieve their personal, professional and financial goals. 
This aspiration is their “why” and a philosophy that flips 
traditional strategic planning on its head. 

Most companies believe that a focus on employees  
is a component of the plan, not the focal point. The  
leadership team at SSI believes it’s the other way around. 
They created an entire playbook called the “SEI Way-Values 
and Practices of a Growing Company” that serves as their 
operating plan.

The results? A 98% customer retention rate, an engaged 
workforce with minimal turnover and consistent double-digit 
revenue growth for more than 10 years.

CEO Ron Alvesteffer says that creating a high-perfor-
mance culture is the key to their success. Many CEOs  
view people plans as soft stuff that’s difficult to connect  
to results. Alvesteffer will tell you it is the foundation of 
their growth strategy and is the hard stuff that leads to  
big results.

For more insights on SEI and “The SEI Way,” go to:  
http://www.seiservice.com/the-sei-way-book.php

CASE IN POINT:
PLACING A  
PRIORITY ON 
PEOPLE
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ACTION PLAN:
GET  
ORGANIZA-
TIONALLY  
FIT

1. Take Your Pulse

Most CEOs and their leadership team haven’t spent much 
time reflecting on the “health” of their organization nor do 
they know how to really measure it. Start with the leadership 
team and ask yourselves questions that determine how 
strong you are in the 5 Behaviors and organizational  
health disciplines. 

You can create a simple survey using online survey  
tools like Survey Monkey www.surveymonkey.com. 
Check out the list of questions published in Lencioni’s, 
“The Advantage” and Gino Wickman’s book “Traction." 
Both books have a list of great questions designed to  
get an organizational pulse from your team. The best  
approach is to have a third party like Slingshot Growth 
Partners to help you uncover the most candid answers. 
Having a third party facilitator present the results with 
observations also helps to increase the level of objectivi-
ty and credibility. 

To learn more about our assessments for Healthy  
Organizational Disciplines, click here.

Once you’ve identified the critical gaps, get to work  
on addressing them at the leadership team level before 
cascading the process to the rest of the organization. 
There’s truth to the saying that “the fish stinks from the 
head down,” so get healthy at the top first.

If you determine there's work to be done to improve your 
team's cohesiveness, schedule time off-site and bring in a 
3rd party facilitator like Slingshot that can take you through 
specific exercises and workshops as a team. Lencioni, also 
within his book "The Advantage," suggests a framework 
for a two-day off-site that has been used by thousands of 
teams and a format we've used with our clients as well.
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2. Sharpen Your Pencil and Get Specific

If you already have mission, vision and values that are completed but have not  
been well communicated or connected to the day-to-day, then put a plan together  
to review the root issues. Address any changes that need to be made to your  
MVV, but do so collaboratively with the leadership team and other key players  
in the organization. 

If there’s lack of clarity on who owns what outcomes (and perhaps lack of clarity with 
the outcomes themselves) on your revenue growth plan, then ensure a key item in 
your strategic planning process incorporates functional responsibilities and metrics/
outcome ownership for everyone. Make sure everyone has a number that is trackable 
and connects to the strategy.

3. Pick Your Top Priorities

Break the strategic growth plan down into quarterly “rocks” or priorities for everyone. 
Each person should have 3-7 rocks total.

Get them down in a template or a plan that’s easy to read, updated quarterly and 
closely managed.

The priorities should connect to the longer term vision and objectives of the company. 
Ensure your priorities will contribute to the overall success of the organization and 
are in line with the purpose and values that have been clearly defined.

4. Execute, Execute, Execute

Institute a weekly meeting for evaluating progress and resolving issues related  
to achieving the priorities. Make it 90 minutes in length and act like it is the most 
important meeting of all – because it is. Commit to it and stick to it.

Create a scorecard that allows you to visually measure progress on the priorities  
and have good discussions geared toward solving issues that are in the way of 
achievement. Don’t worry about a perfect scorecard at first. Start somewhere and 
tweak as you go to get better at what measures are important to track and how best 
to track them.

Conduct quarterly and annual planning sessions off-site if you can. Get away from 
the office so you and your team can lift above the tornado of potential distractions 
during these important sessions.
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The same technology that has enabled the buyer to be a 
much smarter purchaser of products and services has also 
provided marketers with a literal playground to attract and 
convert potential prospects. 

Despite the impact of technology related marketing tools, 
demonstrating a return on investment (ROI) remains the #1 
concern. Much of that is driven by the increasing complexity 
and options that can be factored into a marketing plan 
today. The market has been flooded with new software 
tools all designed to impact the quality and quantity of 
B2B leads.

Large enterprise has adopted and consumed more of this 
technology in the B2B world than the SMB segment. 

A study produced in 2014 by Raab Associates called  
“Marketing Automation Industry Overview” reported 
that 60% of companies with over $500M in revenue have 
adopted marketing automation in comparison to 10% of 
companies with revenues of $20M - $500M.

Investments by companies - both large and small - are 
paying off. Here are a handful of statistics from various 
sources that specify the results.

91% of the most successful users agree that marketing  
automation is “very important” to the overall success  
of their marketing across channels. – Marketo & Ascend2 
“Marketing Automation Strategies for Sustaining Success” 
(2015)

There are nearly 11 times more B2B organizations using 
marketing automation now than in 2011. – SiriusDecisions 
“B-to-B Marketing Automation Study” (2014)

KEY COMPONENT  
NUMBER THREE

RESULTS  
DRIVEN  
MARKETING
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Best-in-Class companies are 67% more likely to use a marketing automation  
platform. – Aberdeen Group “State of Marketing Automation 2014: Processes that  
Produce” (2014)

80% of marketing automation users saw their number of leads increase, and 77% 
saw the number of conversions increase. – VB Insight “Marketing Automation, how 
to make the right buying decision” (2015)

The punchline to all of this data is that a results driven marketing strategy has to  
be rooted in a solid digital marketing plan and supported with an investment in a 
marketing automation platform. 

Whether you’re just now contemplating what marketing automation is or attempting 
to improve upon your digital marketing plan, here are the core questions you need 
to answer.

Are the marketing goals clearly defined? 

Get specific about the what specific level of contribution you expect from the  
marketing investments. Decide not only on the number of leads that need to be  
generated, but on what percentage of revenue you expect to come from those leads. 

In other words, what specific revenue contribution will marketing deliver and what 
will it cost us to deliver it? 

Be sure to define your conversion stages from initial website visit to content  
downloads to qualified lead to revenue. There should be a logical “waterfall”  
that is created by the numbers needed at each stage to translate into a customer.

Be patient if you are just embarking on this journey. This is an investment to  
establish a sustainable revenue growth engine over the longer term. 

According to a 2015 benchmark report conducted by B2Bmarketing.net and Circle 
Research, only 8% of companies see increased revenues within 6 months of adopting 
marketing automation. After one year, 32% claim to see increased revenue. For 
those companies who have been using marketing automation for more than two 
years, the figure is 40%.
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Is the strategy focused on the sweet spot customer 
segments?

Your strategy should be focused directly on your sweet spot segments. Be sure  
to test every marketing dollar spent against whether or not it’s designed to attract 
and engage the buyer types you have determined are in your sweet spot (see Key 
Component Number One).

Is your marketing infrastructure ready?
 
Setting up the technology infrastructure to generate campaigns and support your 
website is just one part of the equation. If your customer and prospect database is 
weak or non-existent, you will need to spend time list building and some additional 
effort (and patience). 

Additionally, you will need to have a plan to generate content that is valuable and  
attractive to your sweet spot buyer types. This content won’t write itself, so you will 
want to be prepared by assigning internal subject matter experts or engaging with 
third party content producers to help you provide content to generate high-quality 
visitors to your website.

Is the sales team aligned with the plan?

A major issue facing many marketers and the strategies they deploy is that the  
sales team is not on board. In today’s new reality, sales and marketing can no longer 
execute in silos. Be sure there is agreement on the sweet spot customer segments 
by both the sales and marketing owners, as well as agreement on what constitutes 
the earmarks of a lead worthy of sales pursuit. 

The vast majority of leads being produced by marketers are ignored by sales teams 
– not because they are not interested in leads, but largely due to the fact that the 
leads often turn out to be unqualified prospects. 

Once there is agreement on the right attributes for a qualified lead, put specific 
expectations in place for how those leads will be treated – such as minimum  
expectations for initial follow-up and how many attempts to get an appointment 
before the lead is turned back to marketing for further nurturing.

Lastly, establish formalized mechanisms for sales to provide continuous feedback on 
lead quality so the marketing efforts are continually improving and evolving with any 
changes in the marketplace.
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Paradigm Learning, a long time provider of innovative 
learning experiences for large enterprise companies, had 
developed a great reputation for creating “gamified”  
training on a wide variety of topics. 

However, it was their business acumen learning solution 
that was a clear differentiator. The net promoter scores are 
second to none and the market “pain” related to the need 
to increase business acumen amongst sales professionals 
and leaders was the perfect storm to get focused.

Amy Bybee, PLI’s Director of Marketing, was tasked with 
creating a focused strategy to not only increase leads but 
get laser focused on the relevant topic of helping companies 
address the business acumen void.

Amy and her team, developed a strategy that started  
with building a firm understanding of their sweet spot 
customer – industries and buyer personas. The strategy 
entailed inbound and outbound marketing tactics laser  
focused on the sweet spot, which also entailed major  
adjustments to the messaging and to the website.  
Additionally, they were also able to determine the most 
appropriate Marketing Automation Platform to support  
a well-defined plan.

The results? In the first year since launching the plan,  
the firm has doubled the lead volume and marketing  
generated leads are contributing to nearly 80% of new 
business revenues.

CASE IN POINT:
MARKETING
WITH 
IMPACT
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ACTION PLAN:
REV UP THE 
MARKETING 
ENGINE

1. Tie Revenue to Marketing

Start with revenue and work backward. Determine how 
much revenue has historically been associated with leads 
that were generated by marketing activities. 

If there is no history of marketing contributed revenue  
or if it’s too challenging to start with an attribution model 
using revenue, use any or all of these potential attribution 
metrics for digital marketing. 

Here is a listing ranked from most to least useful metrics 
reported by Ascend2 in its Marketing Automation Trends 
Survey 2016:

 • Conversion rate

 • Revenue generated

 • Leads generated

 • Engagement

 • Pipeline value

 • Cost per lead

 • Open/click rate

2. Align to the Sweet Spot

Challenge every aspect of the marketing plan to be sure 
it’s designed to attract and engage the buyer types that 
have the greatest potential need and have the highest  
degree of impact on a purchasing decision for your  
products and services. Validate your findings against  
the recommended Sweet Spot attributes shared in Key  
Component Number One. 

Map out the buyer journey stages (Awareness, Consider-
ation and Decision) for each of the buyer types you need 
to reach to determine the strategies and content you will 
need to support them through each of the three stages.
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3. Bolster Your Marketing Infrastructure

Audit your messaging, website and content to determine what works and what 
doesn’t with respect to the buyer journey stages discussed in the previous section. 

The priorities of what you do first may depend on time and resources. However, a 
successful inbound marketing strategy attracts the right buyer types largely based 
on improving SEO (Search Engine Optimization) rankings through both the volume 
and quality of the content youproduce. Getting “found” depends on content that is 
connected to the keywords your buyer types uses to search for information. 

Make sure you have a handle on the keywords and a mechanism to ensure your 
content is relevant to those terms. Oh, and make sure it’s valuable information  
that will help you build trust and credibility with your buyer. Weak content littered 
with keyword references won’t give you a sustainable lead flow or create great 
acceptance to outbound campaigns if they think your content isn’t valuable.

Other key infrastructure elements that should be addressed are:

 •  Database – make sure there’s one true source where the data lives with 
consistent architecture (naming conventions) that both the marketing and 
sales teams have approved. If inconsistencies exist, clean up your database 
and establish good disciplines moving forward for capturing, updating and 
extracting data.

 •  Technology – a genuine push to attract and engage leads can be aided 
greatly by an investment in a marketing automation platform (MAP). Check 
out this link for information on the top MAP tools on the market today,  
http://www.ngdata.com/top-marketing-automation-software-tools/.

  Additionally, there are important considerations relative to integration 
with your CRM (Customer Relationship Management) platform. If you 
don’t have a CRM, consider a solution that combines both a MAP/CRM  
or certainly can integrate with the CRM you have or are considering.

 •  People – meaningful contribution to revenue from marketing efforts will 
require a good strategy and key resources to execute. Whether you do  
it internally or look to an agency to help, you will need some degree of 
dedicated, skilled personnel to make it happen in a sustainable manner.
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4. Marketing + Sales = Revenue Team

Ensure there is a clear definition, agreed to by both marketing and sales, as to what 
constitutes a “sales ready lead.” 

What defines a good lead that should be passed onto sales? What information can  
marketing give sales about the lead? What content did the lead download? Was 
there any information that the lead provided that could help sales? What’s the  
follow-up protocol? Will sales contact the lead within 24 hours?
 
Additionally, marketing should create highly targeted content for sales-activated  
or sales-initiated campaigns toward targeted accounts/prospects. 

Marketing can play a major role in arming the sales team with playbooks that  
contain buyer persona insights, ideal messaging based on function and buying 
stage, case studies, unique email templates and social selling related tactics/tools.
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The role of the seller has not changed much since the dawn 
of the industrial age. The practices, however, have changed 
dramatically over the past 5 – 10 years as technology has 
impacted how people exchange information and conduct 
any type of commerce.

While many have suggested the sales role may be dead, 
it is just the opposite. Globalization, the previously stated 
technology trends and commoditization have put additional 
pressure on organizations to differentiate by putting a high 
value on their interactions with prospects and customers. 

Challenger and insight sellers don't simply ask the right  
questions like great consultants. They understand the  
customer environments well enough to bring valuable 
information or observations to the table. 

They bring insights that illuminate unknown risks and 
opportunities for their customers while at the same time 
connecting how their solutions can mitigate those risks 
and/or seize those opportunities.

While sales excellence is a continuous pursuit, those 
standout sales organizations who are outperforming their 
peers have five core traits that any organization can adopt:

Pipeline and Performance Driven
Sales is still all about delivering a number. Top sales  
organizations have clear and attainable (not easy)  
expectations in place for all of the quota carrying team 
members. There’s a natural expectation for every sales 
team member to grow their respective territory or  
account portfolio.

Additionally, there’s a healthy respect for the sales pipeline 
as the guiding barometer for current and future expected 
performance. There’s a clear understanding for the metrics 

KEY COMPONENT  
NUMBER FOUR

SALES  
EXCELLENCE
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required at each of the pipeline stages to achieve the revenue number, with consistent 
review and prioritized actions designed to improve overall volume and velocity of 
the opportunities necessary to support near and longer term targets.

Here are a few key questions to ask yourself about your sales organization right now: 

How confident am I in the current pipeline and our visibility to what is required  
to generate the revenue growth we hope to achieve? Does the current sales plan 
address what is required to build or maintain both the volume and velocity required 
in the pipeline? Are the performance expectations clear, attainable and connected 
to the company revenue goals?

Standardized Sales Processes, Systems and Tools
If you don’t have your sales process and stages well defined, map out the key 
steps from initial qualification stage to close stage and list the typical milestones 
that need to be achieved within each stage. 

If you have a well-defined sales process, test it to make sure it’s in step with the  
buying journey and how your customers have most commonly transitioned through 
the steps. 

Additionally, establish a common framework for the three most important  
responsibilities sales people have every day:

 1.  Important sales calls/meetings: Ensure you have a common approach that 
is easily repeated for the planning, executing and debriefing of the most 
important interactions between sales people and prospects/customers.

 2.  Important opportunities: Ensure you have a common approach for  
how you strategize and drive the actions that improve your likelihood  
of winning your most important deals.

 3.  Important accounts: Ensure you have a common approach for how you 
strategize, execute and allocate resources to support the retention and 
growth of your large, key accounts.

Lastly, leverage technology tools to arm the sales team in ways that help them  
increase their selling effectiveness. In particular, focus on tools that can provide  
prospect/account intelligence.
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A major area of emphasis should be on increasing your team’s ability to leverage  
social media to maximize their network and enhance their ability to reach key  
players in targeted accounts.

In all of this, build these processes and tools into an overall sales management  
execution plan – like an operating plan or playbook for sales management that  
outlines how the sales team will be measured, managed and supported – with  
specific integration of the key processes and tools within the various touchpoints, 
meetings, etc.

Customer Focused
In days gone by, “customer focused” was often a term used in a very reactive way  
to describe companies that were obsessed with customer service. If you were highly 
responsive to customer needs and requests, then you would be considered a custom-
er-focused organization. This definition is not what we mean by customer focused.

Customer focused sales organizations have two key attributes. 

First, they demonstrate a high-degree of business acumen relative to the sweet 
spot customer segments they serve.

The rise of the consultative seller in the 1980s has evolved into the challenger/seller. 
Technology has also enabled inside sales professionals to take on large, complex 
sales without getting in front of a customer or prospect face-to-face.

The shift from consultative seller to a challenger/insight seller is subtle but  
important. A consultative seller is generally considered one who has honed the  
craft of diagnosing and understanding the true pain points that exist, then  
connecting the dots between those pain points and the solutions they provide. 

The challenger/insight seller https://www.amazon.com/Challenger-Sale-Con-
trol-Customer-Conversation/dp/1469000725); https://www.amazon.com/Insight-Sell-
ing-Surprising-Research-Differently/dp/1118875354 is not only strong  
at the consultative aspect of their craft, but they have also developed a deeper  
understanding for the customer’s business and the realities that the key players  
in those companies face every day. 

They have a level of business acumen that can help them not just conduct diagnosis 
on existing pain points, but they can bring hidden pain points to the surface that 
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may not have been considered – in other words, they are adept at surfacing needs 
through educating and guiding a customer away from unseen risk or toward  
unseen opportunity.

Many organizations are investing more of their sales learning and development 
spend toward initiatives that educate and arm the sales team with a much deeper 
understanding for the customer’s financials and day-to-day realities in order to 
strengthen this attribute.

Second, the organization is structured in such a way to efficiently sell to those 
sweet spot segments.

Assuming you’ve done the work of defining your sweet spot, that should also mean 
you have a pretty good idea of where those companies are located, their typical 
pain points, opportunities and other indicators that align well with your products 
and/or services.

Gone are the days of simply dividing up the revenue target with a standard quota 
figure to determine ideal sales headcount. While that approach may provide an 
initial direction for how many sales people and /or support resources you need, you 
should build your structure based on the number of viable sweet spot suspects in 
the geographies you serve.

In addition to efficiency, it’s about differentiation in the moment when those  
customers are engaging with your team. This interaction is often where companies, 
whose sales organizations are highly effective, differentiate themselves from  
their competitors. 

Talent Oriented
A talent-oriented sales organization recognizes that proactively managing their 
sales talent is equally, if not more important, than the processes for managing the 
pipeline.

Under-performing talent at the sales management ranks, just like in any other  
functional area, will result in a revolving door with the sales team. It’s a fallacy that 
sales people are only motivated by compensation. They want to be a part of a team 
that is led and managed by a leader that will challenge, develop and inspire them 
creating an environment that is conducive to success. Sales people are just as much 
interested in a healthy, functional working environment as any other position in  
the company. 
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Too many CEOs and sales leaders assume that as long as sales people are  
making money, then they are happy. Equipping those who lead the sales team 
with excellent leadership, management and coaching skills is a strategy that will 
attract and retain top sale talent over the long haul.

Secondly, talent-oriented sales organizations invest resources to clearly define ideal 
profiles for every sales role in the organization. Without defining those profiles, 
companies recruit and hire without focusing on the types of behavioral attributes 
and experience best suited for the job. It’s also an important foundational element 
to identify development gaps for those who are already in the organization.

Lastly, talent-oriented sales organizations have a consistent cadence to how they 
incorporate their standardized sales process and methodologies into the way they 
coach and manage expectations. They drive both execution and developmental  
actions in the context of their sales process and within the framework for the 
methodologies that are proven for success.

Sans Silos

As decision making increases in complexity on the buy-side, top performing sales 
organizations recognize that internal collaboration on large opportunities is a key 
ingredient to success. 

The days of the top performing sales person as a “rain-maker” all on their own  
are over. More and more, the top performers are those team members who are  
not only able to navigate the customer environment, but are also able to rally  
internal resources in a collaborative effort to win. 

In fact, we’ve found that in many environments some of the best sellers are  
employees who have come from non-sales positions that required them to  
collaborate and lead important projects. 

While they certainly must have core sales abilities, the “plus-one” abilities are  
related to leading and coordinating the appropriate internal resources throughout 
the sales process.

In small organizations, this ability means that several players including the CEO may 
be involved in the sales strategy to win a new customer or manage an important 
existing account. In larger organizations sales people may need to collaborate with 
support resources like engineering, customer service and other key functional areas 
that serve the customer and can play a role in helping to win an important opportunity.
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A technology solutions provider was out of balance.  
Although the firm was growing, it was largely getting there 
with an imbalance of contribution across the sales team. 

80% of the revenues were coming from 10% of the sales 
team. More problematic was the fact that the nearly 50% 
of the sales team were producing little to no revenues at 
all. The anemic and inconsistent performance across most 
of the team continued long enough to create significant 
turnover challenges and put sustainable revenue growth 
at risk.

It was determined that there were three fundamental  
challenges to the sales productivity challenge:

 1.  No clear ideal profile for the sales roles,  
therefore recruiting and hiring practices  
were not aligned with the types of behavioral 
attributes and experience best suited for  
the job

 2.  A sales coverage strategy that was largely  
territory based and no marketing/lead generation 
support with minimal prioritization against  
suspected sweet spot customer segments 

 3.  Inconsistent qualification and opportunity  
management disciplines within the sales  
process

The CEO and his sales leader assembled a plan to quickly 
address the talent issue by leveraging the combination of 
internal observations and science-based talent assessment 
tools to establish the current state while also identifying 
key attributes that existed amongst their “A” and “B” 
performers.

CASE IN POINT:
SELLING  
WITH  
FOCUS
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While upgrading nearly 1/3 of the team, they executed on the following strategies:

 1.  Shifted the coverage model toward an account-based vs. territory-based 
model – focused on their sweet spot customer segments

 2.  Updated the sales process, developed a playbook and invested in  
training for the sales team

 3.  Implemented a methodology for evaluating, strategizing and acting on 
their pipeline opportunities

 4.  Engaged with a B2B marketing agency to generate leads from the sweet 
spot segment

Within three months, even after cleansing the pipeline from a large number of 
unqualified opportunities, they nearly doubled the overall pipeline value. Additionally, 
revenue contribution from across the sales team improved significantly and the  
marketing efforts had more than doubled their average monthly lead volume.
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ACTION PLAN:
WIN BIG  
AND  
OFTEN  
WITH YOUR 
SALES  
ORGANIZATION

1. First Things First

Whether you are using CRM or not (which you should be), 
don’t put the tool in front of the process. Get your sales 
process well defined with confidence that it is aligned with 
the way your sweet spot segments step through the buying 
process. Once you have that well defined, then ensure 
your technology is in support of it. 

Executive teams too often invest heavily in the tools, 
thinking the technology will solve process and execution 
challenges. Layering technology onto poor processes 
and inadequate expectations will simply automate  
broken practices. 

Once you have your sales process well defined, then you 
can establish a clear pipeline of sales opportunities based 
on those stages in your sales process. 

With a clear process and the right CRM for your  
organization, you can have a foundation for pipeline 
clarity and efficiency for diagnosing both individual and 
organizational pipeline gaps.

2. Raise the Talent Bar

Spend time understanding what the best sales model  
is to sell and serve your sweet spot segments – not just 
the pure headcount, but also get specific about the ideal 
profile for each role in your sales organization.

Ask yourself which attributes most consistently exemplify 
the sales people who represent your company well and 
are most successful?

Use standardized assessment tools to help you bring  
science into the process of evaluating your talent to not 
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only help identify success attributes, but also help to provide sharper development 
plans for the team you have today.

Set firm expectations for those who manage your sales people that they are  
not simply “super sales people” who swoop in to help close deals. They must  
prioritize coaching and development the same way they may prioritize deal and 
account activity.

Lastly, go beyond product training and basic sales skills. The new breed of sales 
person has to also understand their customer environments – in other words, invest 
in business acumen training so they know how their customers’ business operates, 
makes money and ultimately determines key business priorities. Sales professionals 
who understand the business that their customers are in will be adept at connecting 
the dots between customer priorities and your products and services.

Sales excellence is also about being technologically and socially savvy, which means 
a high-degree of proficiency with CRM and leveraging social tools like LinkedIn. 
Invest in developing old school skills like effective business writing in addition to the 
technology training. Social selling is as much about being able to write as it is about 
using the technology.

3. Create a Cadence

Establish a consistent cadence to 1-on-1s, pipeline reviews, strategic account  
reviews, opportunity reviews and team meetings.

All meetings, whether they are 1-on-1s or team gatherings need to focus on  
action and not reporting. Avoid the trap of creating meetings to report on results  
or activities. Let the CRM do that for you and use the data in meetings to drive 
meaningful conclusions to what actions need to be taken to improve or further  
enhance the pipeline.

Leverage team meetings to collaborate on strategies to win important deals or  
develop large accounts.

Ultimately, ensure there is a sales management execution plan that has a steady 
cadence to ultimately drive toward improving pipeline quality, quantity and velocity.
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ABOUT SLINGSHOT GROWTH PARTNERS
Companies can–and should–be energizing, fulfilling and high-functioning places 
where people can be a part of something bigger than themselves.  

Slingshot Growth Partners is a consulting firm of sales, marketing, talent and  
organizational health consultants who are passionate about crafting roadmaps  
for B2B companies that lead to a healthy culture, sustainable revenue growth and  
resilient relationships.

We believe that sales growth and a healthy culture aren’t accidental. As a company 
rows upstream, executive teams need to be intentional about how they will get from 
here to there.

We believe that dysfunction flows downhill. High-functioning executive teams set 
the tone for thriving organizations. Companies are only as healthy as their leaders.

We believe in the power of execution. Complexity kills a company’s ability to  
implement, making revenue growth improbable.

We believe that small and mid-size enterprise can compete with large enterprises 
given the right tools, priorities and strategy.

We believe that companies should and can win at both making the revenue 
number and inspiring employees to be a part of a motivating quest. One doesn’t 
have to be at the detriment of the other.

We can help you grow. If you want help, contact us. If you’re not ready or want to  
go it alone, be sure to:

 • Contact us, www.slingshotgrowth.com/contact

 • Follow our blogs, www.slingshotgrowth.com/news

 • Download our resources, www.slingshotgrowth.com/resources

Let the games begin.
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